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David Mayhew's Visit

Thursday, February 4

9:03 p.m.    Bert to pick up at the gate at the airport USAIR FLIGHT No. 242.

Friday, February 5

8:30 a.m.    Breakfast at the Holiday Inn with Bert Rockman, Simeon Brodsky, Kurt von Mettenheim
              (break, return, departure)

10:00 a.m.   Graduate students to meet in the library - 4L51

11:00 a.m.   Marick Masters - 4L51

11:30 a.m.   Lisa Campoli - 4L51

12:00 noon   Free time

12:30 p.m.   Lunch at the Museum Cafe with Morris Ogul, Jeff Mondak and Stan Berard - RESERVATION for four (4) in Dr. Ogul's name.

2:30 p.m.    Barry Mitnick - 4L51

3:15 p.m.    Talk - 4R51

DINNER      JON HURWITZ TO PLAN - Cafe Sam with Bill Keefe, Shannon
             Smith, Doug Ashford, Alberta Sbragia - Bill Keefe to pick David
             Mayhew at hotel for dinner.

Saturday, February 6

Bert to drive to airport for USAIR FLIGHT NO. 1886, leaving Pgh. at 10:00 a.m.
Let me begin with some strategy.

- OW6 laws - 1916-1990
  - roasting (up direction)
  - dying/roaring 2
  - 267 #
  - cons.

Note the cluster 1963-1976: LBJ and Kirby/Ad

- also context - a spending/royIpacht
- $1 LBJ and Nixon

- reopen
- CH 61, 65
- CSG, CISP, Clean Air, Clean Water, CFP

a) high level of the left
b) party most important

tieback

With background (the data)

1906 - 16
1932 - 38

The footage:

a) yes, sounds - slings/bump
   - end (3)

b) "public policy" underwriting
   - v. heterogeneous
   - anti-redigent
   - anti-party gov.

- mod.
- movemen.
- event (status)
Then, caregiver: "Our random reading --- say W. Thue?"

a) do these work? has self?

- [handwritten notes]

1) the spellings
2) the numbers (style?)
3) the meaning

- [handwritten notes]

Not just policy - Rat is of studied

b) Why do this?

US accounts are very unclear - our Revenue

- [handwritten notes]

Some communism theory, but other not (arguing point, e.g., not studied that way)

c) For: then - get away from W. entirely

- [handwritten notes]

a) defining
b) a strong conclusion

c) a non-natural event

- [handwritten notes]

d) all this is very speculation - not systematic - just see it.

So: 1960...

- [handwritten notes]

my favorite

- [handwritten notes]

reg/energy/made/thing

But 19c too

- [handwritten notes]

R. N. Thue
1832-40!
1860s
1870s (Depression)
- Depression
- Cannan/decline/thing

- [handwritten notes]